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Oncology Nursing

Empowering Hope, Transforming Care
Thank you for taking the time to care.
Your pride and commitment shows in all that you share.
We offer this token of appreciation for your hard work and inspiration.
CREDIT CARD visit www.jimcolemanstore.com
PURCHASE ORDER email orders@jimcolemanltd.com or fax to 847-963-8200
CUSTOMER SERVICE 847-963-8100 or service@jimcolemanltd.com
Prices subject to change, see website for most current pricing.

Official ONS Supplier: Jim Coleman, Ltd., 1500 S. Hicks Road, Suite 400, Rolling Meadows, IL 60008
DO YOU HAVE A LARGE GROUP TO PURCHASE FOR?

Visit our website at www.jimcolemanstore.com/on
to get the full product details including logo, pricing, quantity and color choices.
Empowering Hope, Transforming Care

ONCOLOGY NURSING IS LIFE AND YOUR STORY IS UNIQUE

Each day you are driven by compassion as you care for patients and comfort their families. You are the voice for your patients and your experience does not end when your shift does—because oncology nursing is life! Showcase the nurse life with these new Oncology Nurse Life products.

- **ON500**
  - ONCOLOGY NURSE LIFE UNISEX TEE
  - $14.99

- **ON502**
  - ONCOLOGY NURSE LIFE FROST PEN
  - $1.59

- **ON503**
  - NURSE GRATITUDE UNISEX TEE
  - $14.99

- **ON501**
  - ONCOLOGY NURSE LIFE BADGE REEL
  - $4.29

- **ON500**
  - ARC UMBRELLA
  - MIN. ORDER: 25 PCS - STARTING AT $16.99

- **ON410**
  - MINI BACKPACK
  - MIN. ORDER: 50 PCS - STARTING AT $13.99

- **ON400**
  - ALUM. BOTTLE W/ BAMBOO LID
  - MIN. ORDER: 25 PCS - STARTING AT $30.49

- **ON403**
  - COLOR-CHANGING TUMBLER
  - MIN. ORDER: 50 PCS - STARTING AT $11.99

- **ON300**
  - GIFT SET
  - INCLUDES ONE OF EACH OF THE FOLLOWING AT A REDUCED PRICE:
    - NONWOVEN WAVE TOTE (ON108)
    - SHOPPING TOTE (ON109)
    - VENTURE TOTE (ON110)
    - MINI CROSSBODY SLING (ON112)
    - AEROLOFT™ WALLET (ON113)
    - SLIQUE TUMBLER (ON114)
    - STAY HYDRATED BOTTLE (ON116)
    - HARD COVER JOURNAL (ON117)
    - SOFT-TOUCH STYLUS PEN (ON118)
  - $29.99

- **ON301**
  - VALUE KIT
  - INCLUDES ONE OF EACH OF THE FOLLOWING AT A REDUCED PRICE:
    - NONWOVEN WAVE TOTE (ON108)
    - SHOOPING TOTE (ON109)
    - VENTURE TOTE (ON110)
    - MINI CROSSBODY SLING (ON112)
    - AEROLOFT™ WALLET (ON113)
    - SLIQUE TUMBLER (ON114)
    - STAY HYDRATED BOTTLE (ON116)
    - HARD COVER JOURNAL (ON117)
    - SOFT-TOUCH STYLUS PEN (ON118)
    - DELUXE BADGE REEL (ON121)
    - LAPEL PIN (ON122)
  - $75.99

GIFT SET INCLUDES ONE OF EACH OF THE FOLLOWING AT A REDUCED PRICE:

- NONWOVEN WAVE TOTE (ON108)
- AEROLOFT™ WALLET (ON113)
- SLIQUE TUMBLER (ON114)
- HARD COVER JOURNAL (ON117)
- SOFT-TOUCH STYLUS PEN (ON118)

- GIFT SET INCLUDES ONE OF EACH OF THE FOLLOWING AT A REDUCED PRICE:
  - NONWOVEN WAVE TOTE (ON108)
  - SHOPPING TOTE (ON109)
  - VENTURE TOTE (ON110)
  - MINI CROSSBODY SLING (ON112)
  - AEROLOFT™ WALLET (ON113)
  - SLIQUE TUMBLER (ON114)
  - STAY HYDRATED BOTTLE (ON116)
  - HARD COVER JOURNAL (ON117)
  - SOFT-TOUCH STYLUS PEN (ON118)
  - DELUXE BADGE REEL (ON121)
  - LAPEL PIN (ON122)

- VALUE KIT INCLUDES ONE OF EACH OF THE FOLLOWING AT A REDUCED PRICE:
  - NONWOVEN WAVE TOTE (ON108)
  - SHOPPING TOTE (ON109)
  - VENTURE TOTE (ON110)
  - MINI CROSSBODY SLING (ON112)
  - AEROLOFT™ WALLET (ON113)
  - SLIQUE TUMBLER (ON114)
  - STAY HYDRATED BOTTLE (ON116)
  - HARD COVER JOURNAL (ON117)
  - SOFT-TOUCH STYLUS PEN (ON118)
  - DELUXE BADGE REEL (ON121)
  - LAPEL PIN (ON122)